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**Abstract Summary:**
This session will describe the accessibility of ABCDE-enhancing supplies and equipment in Intensive Care Units, attempting to implement the ABCDE interprofessional critical care bundle and generate hypotheses for future study.

**Learning Activity:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The learner will be able to describe benefits of implementing a multicomponent, interprofessional bundle to standardize critical care processes.</td>
<td>Describe the ABCDE interprofessional critical care bundle components and efficacy (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The learner will be able to list at least one area in which future research is needed to improve implementation of the ABCDE bundle.</td>
<td>Describe the study methods, data collection procedures, findings, and discuss conclusions as they relate to future research needs. (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abstract Text:**

**Purpose:** The ABCDE interprofessional bundle (Awakening and Breathing Coordination, Delirium monitoring and management, and Early mobility) is an evidence-based approach to organizing Intensive Care Unit (ICU) people, processes, and technology to improve collaboration among disciplines and standardize critical care practices. Implementation of the ABCDE bundle is associated with improvements in delirium prevalence (62.3% pre-implementation vs 48.7% post-implementation, \( p = 0.02 \)), ventilator-free days (21 pre-implementation vs 24 post-implementation, \( p = 0.04 \)), and hospital mortality (20% pre-implementation vs 11% post-implementation, \( p = 0.04 \)). Despite this evidence, bundle adoption is limited. The perceived workload burden of ABCDE bundle execution has been inversely associated with likelihood of bundle adherence (OR=0.47, CI=0.28-0.79, \( p = 0.004 \)). Furthermore, limited access to supplies and equipment for ABCDE bundle execution is associated with increased difficulty performing the bundle (\( r_s = 0.37, p < 0.001 \)). The objective of this study was to describe accessibility of ABCDE-enhancing supplies and equipment (e.g., overhead lifts and portable monitors) in units attempting to implement the ABCDE bundle.

**Methods:** This is a secondary analysis of data from a pilot study investigating organizational factors influencing ABCDE bundle implementation. The Conceptual Framework for Interprofessional Bundle Implementation guided the study. Physical environment data were collected from participating medical and surgical ICUs (n=10) in six academic medical centers. The principal investigator personally visited each site between April 2014 and August 2015, during which time available ABCDE-enhancing supplies and equipment were logged. Daily execution of the ABCDE bundle was at the discretion of the ICU team and guided by a standardized protocol. Adherence was tracked daily via the ABCDE bundle checklist. ABCDE bundle adherence is defined as all five components being completed on a ventilator day (i.e., Awakening trial [SAT], Breathing trial [SBT], Coordination [SAT precedes SBT], Delirium assessment, Early mobility). ABCDE bundle adherence was aggregated at the unit level.

**Results:** Variation in ABCDE bundle adherence on ventilator days was noted to range between 38% and 85% across units. ABCDE bundle adherence was lesser in surgical ICUs compared to medical ICUs, but this did not reach statistical significance (63% vs. 75%, \( z = 1.89, p = 0.059 \)). Upon evaluation of individual
bundle components, Coordination (89%) and Early mobility (86%) had the least adherence for mechanically ventilated patients. Unit ABCDE-enhancing supply/equipment comparison demonstrated a range of 3-10 accessible items across units. The highest performing unit (adherence=85%) had access to two ABCDE-enhancing items while the lowest performing unit (adherence=38%) had access to seven ABCDE-enhancing items. The most frequently reported ABCDE-enhancing items (>=80%) include walkers (n=9) and overhead lifts (n=7). The least commonly reported ABCDE-enhancing items (<=20%) included nonpharmacologic delirium management tools (e.g., radio, earplugs) (n=2), bariatric chairs (n=2), portable monitors (n=2), turning straps (n=2), strength bands (n=2), portable ventilator (n=2), and sit-to-stand device (n=2).

Conclusion: The ABCDE bundle is recommended practice for critical care, but utilization is low and implementation varies. In this study, the number of ABCDE-enhancing supplies/equipment procured by the ICU is not noted to be consistent with greater adherence to the ABCDE bundle. In fact, there were more than twice the number of ABCDE-enhancing items in the lowest (n=7) performing unit compared to the highest performing unit (n=2). These data suggest that environmental factors contributing to the workload burden of ABCDE bundle execution may not be so much related to the presence or absence of ABCDE-enhancing supplies/equipment, but more so to unit architecture (e.g., configuration, number of corners) or distances to supplies/equipment. However, unit milieu (e.g., teamwork, coordination across disciplines) and policy and protocol factors (e.g., protocol complexity, role clarity) must also be more closely explored.